Neighborhood I Spy

Instructions: Have one person spot and object and use spatial words to give hints on that object’s location. The other person will guess the object! Use spatial words and phrases like under, next to, in front of, around, to the left of, to the right of, and behind.

I spy...

...something UNDER the bed!
Neighborhood I Spy

Instructions: Have one person spot and object and use spatial words to give hints on that object’s location. The other person will guess the object!

Use spatial words and phrases like under, next to, in front of, around, to the left of, to the right of, and behind.

I spy...

...something NEXT TO the grocery store!
Neighborhood I Spy

Instructions: Have one person spot and object and use spatial words to give hints on that object's location. The other person will guess the object! Use spatial words and phrases like under, next to, in front of, around, to the left of, to the right of, and behind.

I spy...

...something CLOSE TO me!

I spy...

...something FAR from me!
Neighborhood I Spy

Instructions: Have one person spot and object and use spatial words to give hints on that object's location. The other person will guess the object!

Use spatial words and phrases like under, next to, in front of, around, to the left of, to the right of, and behind.
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Neighborhood I Spy

Instructions: Have one person spot and object and use spatial words to give hints on that object’s location. The other person will guess the object! Use spatial words and phrases like under, next to, in front of, around, to the left of, to the right of, and behind.

I spy...

...something ON TOP OF the dinosaur!

I spy...

...something UNDER the dinosaur!

I spy...